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Palace of Brand

Palace of Brand appeared the fi rst time in the year 1221 in some certifi cates. In that time the Brander 
were dependent from the sovereign of Liebenstein, after their history ended this relationship chan-

ged to the Notthaft family which had several 
castles and palace in that area. In the midd-
le age the palace of Brand hosted some mi-
nisters. In the 17th century the well-known 
componist Jobst von Brandt wrote here the 
late work of his lifetime. In the end of the 
17th century nearly the whole castle burned 
down but was renewed couple of years later. 
The 19th century had some quick changes 
of the ownership with fi nally the end from 
the dependence from the Notthaft family. 
In the latest history the castle was between 
1969 till 2007 in the ownership of a brewery.  
Since that time it belongs to an association 
which attempts to refurbish the building in 
proper manner.

This activity was again a quick one out of 
the box. Decided with my xyl in the morning 

that we will go for another castle-trip howe-
ver weather was looking strange when we started. Brand is located about 10km away from the city of 
Marktredwitz and beside the castle it´s also located in the nature-park Fichtelgebirge DLFF-058. We 
were a bit late in time when arriving there 
and searching for an acceptable location for 
the operation. So after setup the begin was 
at 0918 UTC and the usual run on 40meter 
was no longer possible as the band was not 
so good. Also some static noises from rains 
and thunderstors in the area. So the fi rst att-
empts were on 20 meters but also not so good 
propagations. So during the stay there were 
some switches back to 40 , back to 20 and 
so on. Finally there was also a nice but only 
short shortskip-opening to northern germa-
ny, netherlands, belgium on 20 meters with 
signals of S9 and above. We used again the 
special call from OV-Stiftland DP7COTA with 
the special-DOK COTA. After a bit less than 
two hours the rain started and we decided 
to close down the station with 145 contacts in the log. All contacts were uploaded to WCA and WFF-
database. 73, 44, 11, Manfred DF6EX
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